HKU-UCL Collaboration on Medication Safety and Healthcare Big Data Research

Date:  Monday 19 November 2018
Venue: Lecture Theatre 1
Cheung Kung Hai Conference Centre
G/F, William WM Mong Block
Faculty of Medicine Building
21 Sassoon Road, Pokfulam
Hong Kong

Event Details:

Opening Speech by
Professor Gabriel Leung
Dean, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, HKU

Opening Remark by
Professor Sophia Chan
Secretary, Food and Health Bureau,
Government of Hong Kong SAR, Hong Kong

Invited Speakers:
Professor Michael Arthur
Provost, UCL
Professor Geraint Rees
Dean of Life Sciences, UCL
Professor Ian CK Wong
Head, Department of Pharmacology and Pharmacy, HKU
Professor Duncan Craig
Director, School of Pharmacy, UCL

Closing Speech by
Professor S.Y. Leung
Associate Dean, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, HKU

Information & Registration